
l logic to full first-

with the final term

as its justification (we do not need to be concerned
here with the exact nature of that justification). Provided t

) finally follows from the transitivity of the identity rela-

nces, reaping similar benefits in

Let us consider implications first. The general format here i



as its justification (we will discuss shortly exactly
what kinds of justification are appropriate here; for now we o
each step in the chain must include some justification item, w

The justification

As with equational chaining, we prefer to enclose justificat

The reason for the list notation is that a justification item m

This chain has two steps. On the first step we use



not its clients. Specifically, the implementation starts by assuming the first sentence of the

l finally

Anonymous methods can appear inline in the justification lis

In the first chain,

method is more complicated. Even the first of the two examples
cleaner if the definition of the method were pulled out of the c

The justification list of a given step

f we add superfluous information



either type (unary or binary) are acceptable as justificatio
as its first argument and the goal

se, as we will see shortly, sometimes one justifier is
stifier is needed for another part of the same step

able to accept an arbitrarily large list of justifiers and aut



The natural way to define as its first argument

as its first argument and the desired existential generaliza



returns the body of a quantified sentence, while
a quantified sentence of the form
tifier . Both are defined in Athena’s library.

for the definition of

The question now is what sort of justification method

define

specification of



its first argument and a list of the

infix notation,

by fixing its other argument to be

4 Recall that binary procedures can be used in infix by default



6.2 Using sentences as justifiers

It is natural to allow sentences to appear as justifications o



Consider, for instance, a universally quantified premise th

d “fired” via modus ponens, is a



9 Again, more flexibility is actually allowed in that polyadi



actually allows for some flexibility in using a rule of the
) as a justifier for a step . Specifically, if the left-hand side



The first application of
application, on line 12, saves some effort in that it first tac

tacit conjunction simplification:



accepts sentences (“rules”) as justifiers for implication s

ple is provided by definitions of relation symbols, which are



Here the body of the definition is

to explicitly derive it first, simply by citing the as our justifier—in this case,

) as justifiers, then steps such
as the above could not work. We would first have to derive the ne

cialized rule first, and
that as a justifier for the desired implication step.

ized inner rule first, and



In general, Athena will accept as a justifier for an implicati

case the step will succeed even without any justifiers. The ne

is a justifier (e.g., a list of identities and/or conditional



1. the first subterm of the left-hand side, , was equated with the first subterm

, but we would first need to establish the identities of the res

handled recursively: If the justifier

are disjunctions, and will attempt to use the given justifier



are both quantified sentences,

with the given justifier, on appropriately renamed variants

). Instead, we want to derive the final element of the chain,

tapping the first domino,





6.5 Backward chains and chain-first



Essentially, we must have already figured out the reasoning i

be a closer reflection of how the proof would actually be built

the first element of a backward chain, provided that the last o



Athena will realize that the first element of the chain is a con



Structural equivalence chaining is actually more flexible,

The quantified analogues of the rule hold as well:





that the first two elements of the chain are equivalent (owing

antecedent and consequent will be the last and first elements

This can be useful when we first establish an identity

The final result of (
that we have defined the



returned. While this is fine as far as it goes, it means that all



eps even when the final con-



It is possible to insert a chain inside the justification list

long chain must rely for its justification on a result

) is to be evaluated. One way to get around this difficulty is to

is established first, but it does not get used until considera

right where it is needed, in the justification of the said step

would be preferable to derive it first and make it available as



does not allow for arbitrary deductions inside justifica-



The justification list



fined

are definable just as well with more generic constructs. Howe



and with the final guard possibly being the wildcard, and auto
term. For instance, suppose we want to define binary search on

Then the interesting recursive clause of the definition coul

and later chapters we define similar functions using another

es to external theorem provers such as first-order ATPs

18 We load the file
on the natural numbers is introduced and defined, inside a mod




